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Mentimeter - Interactive Presentations



What do I think?

• Confirmation of hunches about aspects of 
language: let’s see what the corpus says!

• Dictionaries and grammars don’t answer 
all our questions

• A contemporary view of language 

• Authentic examples for …

• Error correction

• Discovery learning opportunities ➔
knowledge creation

• HOTS

• We are wordsmiths
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Obstacles, road 
blocks, walls



What do you think? 
Go to www.menti.com

and use the code 2710 5210
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What do I think? (1)

• Contemporary view of language 
formed and confirmed through 
corpus analysis.

• New concepts  new terms
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• Linguistic choices: genre and register
• Grammar: rules and patterns
• Vocabulary patterns and relationships 

in the language 
• Vocabulary patterns and relationships 

in the language in text 
• Multi-word units: vocabulary items, 

lexicogrammar, collocation, colligation, 
grammar patterns

• Frequency: possible vs. probable 
language 

Sinclair – “New evidence, new 
priorities, new attitudes”
O’Grady – linguistic hand-me-downs
Hanks – patterns of normal usage
Hunston – Pattern Grammar
Goldberg – Construction grammar
Halliday – everything 
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What do I think? (1)



What do I think? (2)

• Contemporary view of language 
formed and confirmed through 
corpus analysis, but …

• Lack of vocabulary concepts in 
mainstream language education
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What do I think? (3)

• Contemporary view of language 
formed and confirmed through 
corpus analysis, but …

• Lack of vocabulary concepts in 
mainstream language education

• Not enough overt learning 
language from language.

• Fear of terminology

• Underestimate students.

TESOL teachers do not 
see themselves as 
language experts, but 
rather as teaching 
experts. This implies 
giving priority to the how 
over the what ... When 
people study history and 
geography they also 
study about the discipline 
of studying history and 
geography. (2019:105)
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What do I think? (4)

• Contemporary view of language 
formed and confirmed through 
corpus analysis, but …

• Lack of vocabulary concepts in 
mainstream language education

• Not enough overt learning 
language from language

• Reluctant to embrace the probable: 
fear you could still make a mistake / 
learn half-truths

S: Can you say XXX in English?

T: You can say anything.

S: Do you say XXX in English?

T: Let’s look, shall we?
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What do I think? (5)

• Contemporary view of language 
formed and confirmed through 
corpus analysis, but …

• Lack of vocabulary concepts in 
mainstream language education

• Not enough overt learning 
language from language

• New concepts  new terms

• Reluctant to embrace the possible 
 fear you could still make a 
mistake / learn half-truths

It’s hard.

• Technology

• Strange interfaces

• This is language?

• Torrents of data

• Sorting data 

• Converting data into information

• Reconciling what you know with 
what you find

• And then what? 
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Our students wrote:

1. Most of my groupmates are experiencing difficulty in understanding , 
analyzing concordance lines properly and contextualize them as we are 
novice students.

2. I totally agree with this statement, … a lack of resources and tools as the 
cause.

3. However, because of the lack of instruction and practical experience of 
such web-based tools have been thoroughly understood by many 
learners and even teachers.

4. I have been using COCA for mostly working with new words and also 
attempted to deliver a lesson with this tool, however it has been 
miserably failed due to lack of proper training and pedagogical 
experience.
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DDL DISCUSSIONS CORPUS



One student wrote:

Corpora is too technically difficult for current learners and teachers 
Furthermore, teachers and students do not have enough knowledge on 
Corpora and even today there is still limited access to the internet
around the world . In my opinion, to resolve these challenges 
immediately first and foremost, we must teach Corpora –like COCA-to 
our teachers and students in depth simultaneously by providing with 
adequate internet connection where and when they need, secondly, 
corpora have to be specialized and modified for teacher and pupils 
taking their background knowledge, age and level of English into 
consideration.
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Some other alleged obstacles
• Authentic language

• Cultural references
• Non-literal usage
• Mistakes / slips / typos
• Taboo words

• Incomplete sentences
• Not meant to be read
• Not all software.
• Depends on the task
• bound to
• complement clauses start with … (T.57)

• Conc lines from different texts
• Studying fragments of language
• This is sampling 
• Inferring meaning: jalopy
• except VersaText!

Impenetrable
Incomprehensible
Misleading
Unacceptable
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Current 
teaching 
situation



MA TESOL program

• C. 250 students 

• Mostly novice teachers, some 
pre-service

• Many working full-time

• Many with family commitments

• Entry requirement IELTS 6 (B2) 

• c.25 instructors, mostly Uzbek

• Director of MA TESOL

• F2F or online

• Ten taught courses + practicum

• 8 week terms

• Two courses per term

• Term 1: 
• EAP and Linguistics  for LT
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English for Academic Purposes course

Topics

Academic English / general English

Academic vocabulary / grammar 

Critical thinking / reading

Plagiarism

Citation/referencing/APA

Summarising/Paraphrasing/Synthesizing

Hedging

Gender-neutral language 

Graded tasks

1. Two asynchronous 
discussions:

a) 1. comparing GE and AE
b) 2. DDL

2. Annotated bib, group 
presentation, literature 
review

3. Discovering Academic 
English workbook

4. Glossary and dictionary
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Herein lies the problem

• Hundreds of masters students

• Required to write academic 
texts

• Relatively low level of general 
English

• Little error correction or 
feedback

• No time to attend language 
courses

• Very keen to improve their 
language, their KAL and their 
teaching skills. 
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Meet Discovery Academic English 

• How I wrote it
• LGSWE

• Error database

• Required topics

• Extracts from articles

• Introduce COCA

• Grammar Patterns database

• Previous course talked about 
things but didn’t do them

• Academic vocabulary

• Corpora

• Refencing verbs

• Functional language

• Hedging 

• etc
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What do numbers mean?
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Glossary and dictionary tasks
The reason we encourage systematic and creative approaches to 
vocabulary storage as opposed to alphabetical order, is because 

of how it is understood that the brain stores words.
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Teaching and training
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Supporting instructors 
interactively

• Zoom meeting to introduce the project

• Preparation of PPTs that go through the tasks

• Weekly zoom meetings to talk through the PPTs

• Yammer group

• Google doc with description of tasks, answers
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Discovering 
Academic  English

• Task-based linguistics

• It does not have 
• Nice pictures

• Gap fills

• Matching exercises

• Bilingual lists
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But 
it 
does 
have 
tasks

LGSWE – graphs, tables, information.

Webquest about AWL

Tables to complete by doing COCA searches and blank space for writing 
answers

Reflection: what do we learn from performing this task?

Identify linguistic features in academic papers that deal with academic writing 
topics.

Information about “new” features of text, grammar, vocabulary. Example 
sentences. Observation tasks. 

Screenshots of web tools e.g., COBUILD dictionary/grammar patterns, 
Academic Phrasebank

COCA tasks with instructions and screenshots: interpret raw data

Links to related reading

COCA tasks for observing linguistic features e.g., complement clauses, 
inanimate subjects, gender neutral language 

Instructions regarding online quizzes



Task 98: 
Read the first paragraph of the introduction of this article on 
literature reviews (Dellinger, 2005) and underline all of the finite 
verbs. What is the most frequent verb here? 

A review of literature is more than a collection of evaluations 
of individual studies. The review of literature is an 
interpretation of the meaning of those evaluations, and it can 
be said that the review of literature is a researcher’s attempt 
to ‘measure’ what is known and unknown in a body of work. 
In the scientific process, measures such as test scores, 
observation data, and ratings, are judged by their validity for 
the particular interpretation, purpose, and use of those 
measures (Messick, 1995). As such, reviews of literature are 
assessments of constructs reported within previous studies. 
These assessments can also be valid or not depending 
upon the degree of care taken in the review process 
(Cooper, 1998).
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Copular verbs link nouns 

Task 63: Underline the copular verbs in 
the extract and comment on what = 
what.

Source use is an important topic in EAP 
teaching. The use of other sources in 
one’s own text is a feature that 
distinguishes academic writing from other 
non-academic genres. It has also been 
found that the quality of source use is 
closely linked to the overall quality of 
students’ coursework writing (Petrić 2007; 
Wingate 2012). Source use poses 
considerable challenges for L2 students 
who are new to Western academic 
discourse. The challenges of source use 
are manifold, including reading and 
comprehending source texts, selecting 
sources for the purpose of writing, and 
integrating sources into writers’ own texts 
(Sun & Soden, 2021).
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Colligation and grammar patterns
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Noun for noun to-inf opportunity, potential 

Verb noun at noun direct, price, direct

Noun between plural noun ratio, debate, variation

Verb between plural noun range, commute, distinguish

Adjective between plural noun confidential, neutral

it copular adjective wh- obvious, debatable, logical



Colligation and grammar patterns
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Abstract nouns and complement clauses
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Gender-neutral language 
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Reflection

• We are now going to investigate 20 nouns that are commonly 
used in academic prose. … After you have completed the 
table, reflect on the process.

• Copy some good illustrative sentences here and reflect on 
your findings. 

• What have you learnt about the nature of language from this 
experience? How does this influence your thinking about 
creating coherent texts? 

• Make some notes about what you have learnt from observing 
the linguistic features of these paragraphs. 

• This task has a number of affordances. What do you feel that 
you have learnt through doing it?

We don't learn from experiences, rather we 
learn from reflecting on them (Dewey, 1933). 
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Feedback on written work
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Telegram channel
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Telegram channel
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Survey results
As you know, you are the first users of the DAE Workbook and we are keen to develop it. 
Please provide as much feedback here as possible that will guide the development of this 
resource for future students.

Your feedback is anonymous.
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Do you feel that working through DAE was worthwhile?
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Time & Difficulty

Yes, it was time well-spent  No, I didn't learn enough relative to the time spent. I didn't find it difficult  I found it really quite challenging.
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What did you 
like about 
working 
through DAE?

705 words
The thing that I was most excited abo
ut is its integration with beneficial int
ernet resources and web tools.
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What did you 
like about 
working 
through DAE?

705 words
The thing that I was most excited abo
ut is its integration with beneficial int
ernet resources and web tools.
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What did you NOT like about working through DAE?

596 words
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What did you NOT like about working through 
DAE?
• I liked everything

• it was all good

• The time passed very fast while doing tasks.

• Everything is useful

• I found nothing unnecessary

• There is nearly nothing that I disliked about this book but there 
are a bit more tasks to do.
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What did you NOT 
like about working 
through DAE? 

• I wouldn ' t say that I didn ' t like
the tasks, but I found some of t
he tasks confusing and frustrati
ng.

• There is nearly nothing that I di
sliked about this book but there
are a bit more tasks to do.

• In first, i couldn’t use Coca. Ii
didn’t understant it, but then i
could use it 

Yes, but
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• I found some COCA tasks dif
ficult

• Some exercises are difficult in
sufficient instructions

• It was not easy to finish the ta
sks within a week.

• Some tasks need oral explan
ation by the prof Its tasks are
a bit difficult

• Too many small tasks From t
he week 1 the workbook cont
ained lots of things related to
COCO; however, at that time i
could not register to COCO:

• It is really time consuming wo
rk doing tasks
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• The time passed very fast whi
le doing tasks.

• it took me much time I found
nothing unnecessary

• It is really time consuming wo
rk doing tasks

• Tales time a lot Some exercis
es were so complicated.

• It was to some extent unattain
able in terms of time

• It took much time to complet
e
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You and COCA
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Learning to use COCA
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Problems with COCA
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Learning to use SkELL and VersaText  
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What advice 
would you give to 
next year's 
students about 
using COCA and 
other corpus 
tools?
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What advice 
would you give to 
next year's 
students about 
using COCA and 
other corpus 
tools?

• For the firtst glance it might seem quite difficult to use the
m but after practise you will see a plethora of possibilities

• Be very attentive when using corpus tools is explained by
the teachers and do more practice on them on your own.

• I recommend students using COCA to find necessary info
rmation about vocabulary and grammar which are taken a
uthentic contexts.

• Iti is recommended to read all the instructions on using C
OCA; help section can provide you with in-
detail info about utilizing COCA, so be sure to look throug
h this section, or else you may face thousands of problem
s while using it.

• Learn how to use this search tool inside out, becuase CO
CA will ease your work while writing acadamic assignmen
ts

• In order to use COCA you should have laptop, well intern
et connection and private mail account Please improve yo
ur skills in corpora because they are very beneficial for yo
u teaching context It is useful for academic writing, especi
ally choosing vocabulary.

• All of the tools are really useful if you can use the them.
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What advice or 
suggestions 

would you give to 
teachers of EAP 
regarding DAE, 

COCA etc.?
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More instructions
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1 I would say that they should be serious about using such tools as they are really helpful for academic 
students They should learn professor instructions carefully I would advice them not to use only Academic 
section but also other sections when they are searching for a word.

2 I would say that they should be serious about using such tools as they are really helpful for academic 
students They should learn professor instructions carefully I would advice them not to use only Academic 
section but also other sections when they are searching for a word.

3 In order to use COCA you should have laptop, well internet connection and private mail account 
Please improve your skills in corpora because they are very beneficial for you teaching context It is useful for 
academic writing, especially choosing vocabulary.

4 I think, Before using coke, watch the video and understand it well before using it Well, it is really 
helpful to know how to use COCA in learning language and recommend others to use their study period They 
should know how to user COCA effectively Do some research and find out more information about this tool 
then practice a lot otherwise it will be difficult to complete the tasks related to Coca Corpus tools are useful to 
make materials and also to understand actual meaning of words.

5 Put some time and effort to learn The more practice they do, the faster they get the hang of it Before 
starting to use COCA, thorough guidelines should be given about how to use it, because in the very beginning it 
took time to learn to use it properly Use them more use it! it is very useful tool for both students and teachers
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Other

• And I also want to say sorry for not doing some tasks on time or not 
dealing with them seriously. if I were asked whether to take this course a 
second time or not, I would definitely say a big YES and study completely 
differently.

• 2 I will definitely apply COCA, SKELL AND VERSATEXT both for my work 
and study .

• 3 No EAP is Too informative and somehow difficult for students actually 
for 1 st session it is challenging I really like quiz applications used in lessons 
I am really grateful to have this course in my graduate study as I acquired 
plethora of knowledge for my future work and education.

• 4 I am glad to study at Webster.
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Overview of introducing 
corpora to language teachers

• Indirect use: interpreting LGSWE graphs

• Read about LGSWE, AWL, Grammar Patterns, DDL, 
APB and exploring.

• First search in DAE: how sentences start. 

• Knowledge creation: D I K paradigm.

• COCA searches for word families – morphology. 
Chunks, MWLs 

• DIY Corpus: COCA’s virtual corpus

• Collocation in COCA 

• Colligation and Grammar pattern searches: AWL

• Many other searchable/observable features of 
academic language 
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DAE Workbook: 
• Many COCA tasks
• Some VersaText tasks
• Brief mention of SkELL 
Online quizzes
Asynchronous discussions
Telegram channel



Future directions
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Feedback 
questionnaire

• Enough positives to keep going
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Future plans

• Clearer instructions: find or create more instruction videos

• Create tasks based on COCA’s instructions

• More satisfying first searches

• A more attractive book

• Drop CA’s virtual corpus

• Tasks that require use of the language studied

• Integrate with Linguistics  for LT course

• Some sections and tasks already revised

• Feedback from colleagues: order of some activities

• Early bird feedback

• Jan-Feb: F2F

• May-June: ESP course
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Your feedback?
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